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the capacity lews, than that of a single conductor with ground
return.
Tin* conception of the Image conductor is hawed on that of the
ground an a conducting plane of perfect conductivity, and assumes
that the return in by a current sheet at the ground surface* ah
regards the capacity, thin m probably almost always the case, an
even dry Handy hoi! or rock has sufficient conductivity to carry,
distributed over its wide surface, a current equal to the capacity
current of the overhead conductor. With the magnetic field, and
thuH with the inductance, thin is not always the cane, but the con-
ductivity of the Hoil may ik* much below that required to conduct
the return current at* a surface current sheet. If the return cur-
rent penetrates to a considerable depth into the ground, it may
be represented approximately a« h current sheet at some distance
below the ground, and the "image conductor11 then in not the
image of the overhead conductor below ground, but much lower;
that in, the distance « in the equation of the inductance in more,
and often much more, than twice the distance of the overhead
conductor above ground, However, even if the ground in of
relatively low conductivity, and the return current thug haa to
penetrate to a considerable distance into the ground, the induc-
tance of the overhead conductor usually is not very much increased,
as it varies only little with the distance «, For instance, if the
overhead conductor is 1 inch diameter and 25 feet above ground,
then, assuming perfect conductivity of the ground surface, the
inductance would be
r-l";*»2X2fi/- 600", hence - - 2400,
and
 L - 2J log*+£! H)-9 - 18,066 X 10"*A.
If, however, the ground were of such high resistance that the cur-
rent would have to penetrate to a depth of over a hundred feet,
and the mean depth of the ground current were at 50 feet, this
would give a » 2 X 75' - 1800", hence ? « 7200, and
L * 18.264 X IO-* h,
or only 13,7 per cent higher.   In this case, however, the ground sec-

